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Soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.] seed composition and yield are a function of genetics
(G), environment (E), and management (M) practices, but contribution of each factor to
seed composition and yield are not well understood. The goal of this synthesis-analysis
was to identify the main effects of G, E, and M factors on seed composition (protein
and oil concentration) and yield. The entire dataset (13,574 data points) consisted of 21
studies conducted across the United States (US) between 2002 and 2017 with varying
treatments and all reporting seed yield and composition. Environment (E), defined as
site-year, was the dominant factor accounting for more than 70% of the variation for
both seed composition and yield. Of the crop management factors: (i) delayed planting
date decreased oil concentration by 0.007 to 0.06% per delayed week (R2 ∼0.70) and
a 0.01 to 0.04 Mg ha−1 decline in seed yield per week, mainly in northern latitudes
(40–45 N); (ii) crop rotation (corn-soybean) resulted in an overall positive impact for both
seed composition and yield (1.60 Mg ha−1 positive yield difference relative to continuous
soybean); and (iii) other management practices such as no-till, seed treatment, foliar
nutrient application, and fungicide showed mixed results. Fertilizer N application in lower
quantities (10–50 kg N ha−1 ) increased both oil and protein concentration, but seed yield
was improved with rates above 100 kg N ha−1 . At southern latitudes (30–35 N), trends
of reduction in oil and increases in protein concentrations with later maturity groups
(MG, from 3 to 7) was found. Continuing coordinated research is critical to advance our
understanding of G × E × M interactions.
Keywords: crop environment, soybean management, protein yield, oil concentration, seed quality

Abbreviations: DOY, day of the year; E, environment; G, genetics; M, management; MG, maturity group.
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(Jaureguy et al., 2013). Further analysis of impact of planting data
by genotypes and possible contributing factors related to obtained
results were also topics of study (Rowntree et al., 2013, 2014). The
difference in the definition of early or late planting and lack of
detailed weather characterization may complicate interpretation
of these reports. Therefore, the objective of this manuscript was
to identify the main effects of G, E, and M factors influencing seed
composition (protein and oil) and their association with soybean
yield through meta-analysis and synthesis of a database obtained
across the United States.

INTRODUCTION
Soybean seed yield and quality are functions of genotype (G),
M, E, and their interaction (G × E × M), but how each
individual factor affects seed yield and quality, and their level of
significance is not well established (Rao et al., 2002; Assefa et al.,
2018). Previous studies have reported mixed results for climatic
factors, such as temperature and solar radiation on soybean
growth and seed composition (Cartter and Hopper, 1942; Maestri
et al., 1998: Grieshop and Fahey, 2001; Dardanelli et al., 2006;
Goldflus et al., 2006). For example, a few studies reported an
increase in oil without any effect on protein concentration as
temperature increases (Howell and Cartter, 1958; Ren et al.,
2009; Mourtzinis et al., 2017a). Kumar et al. (2006) showed
a positive linear relationship between temperature and protein
concentration, but a negative relationship between temperature
and oil concentration. Some other studies reported quadratic
relationships of oil and protein concentration with temperature
(Piper and Boote, 1999; Pipolo et al., 2004).
Soybean seed composition is also affected by the application
of nutrients and water depending on the availability of resources
and crop yield potential. Ham et al. (1975) and Nakasathien
et al. (2000) reported an increase in protein concentration
and a decline in oil with increased application of nitrogen
(N) fertilization, whereas Wood et al. (1993) reported lack of
response from both soybean oil and protein concentration to
fertilizer N application. In testing the different combinations
of foliar nutrient fertilization on soybean in 112 field trials
in Iowa, Haq and Mallarino (2005) concluded that total oil
and protein production response to fertilizer followed a similar
patter with yield response. However, they noted small, erratic
and inconsistent changes in oil and protein concentrations. In
a meta-analysis, Rotundo and Westgate (2009), concluded that
providing supplemental N increased both protein concentration
and content but slightly decreased oil concentration. The impact
of irrigation on protein concentration was dependent on the
soybean genotypes (Boydak et al., 2002; Bellaloui and Mengistu,
2008). A decline in protein concentration with water deficit
during reproductive stages was reported by Carrera et al.
(2009), whereas Kumar et al. (2006) reported an increase in
protein concentration with decreased precipitation. In a metaanalysis for soybean seed composition, Rotundo and Westgate
(2009) documented an overall relative positive response to water
stress of protein concentration, regardless of the timing of
the stress and studies (field and pot trials). The same authors
found an overall negative impact of water stress on both oil
concentration and content.
Besides E and inputs, crop M and G also affect soybean
seed composition and yield. A negative impact of continuous
soybean cropping on protein and oil composition relative to
soybean rotation with corn (Zea mays L.) (Bellaloui et al., 2010)
or its intercropping with sorghum (Sorghum bicolor L.) (Elsheikh
et al., 2009) has been noted. The impact of planting date on
oil and protein concentration appears mixed with a benefit
for oil from early planting, whereas late planting promoting
protein concentration (Robinson et al., 2009; Bellaloui et al.,
2015), or a benefit to both protein and oil from early planting
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
The dataset (13,574 data points) consisted of 21 studies from
11 states within the major soybean producing regions of
the United States Impacts of different treatments on soybean
seed composition (protein and oil) and yield were among
the main response variables (Table 1). In addition, several
studies were conducted across years at the same locations.
Location of each study is presented in Figure 1. Treatments
and experimental designs varied across studies. However, each
of these studies have reported similar independent variables or
covariates (planting and harvesting date, location, year, fertilizer
rate, other M) and comparable response variables (oil, protein,
or yield). Analysis of the overall distribution and relationships
among response variables were conducted for the entire data
set but specific factor effect analysis was conducted using
studies that have similar range of treatments. Soybean seed oil
and protein concentrations were measured using near infrared
transmittance (NIT) spectroscopy (Infratec 1241 Grain Analyzer,
Foss Instruments, Eden Prairie, MN or DA 7250 NIR analyzer,
Perten Instruments, Inc., Springfield, IL, United States) and seed
yield measurements were adjusted to 130 g kg−1 seed moisture
content. By creating a regional and large database, we have
increased the power of detecting the effect of the treatments
representing G × E × M combinations on the measured
response variables.

Statistical Analysis
We used a five-step process to analyze the data. First, we
determined the distribution of oil, protein, and seed yield
across the US soybean database. Yield distribution was further
investigated by latitude groups obtained by the UNIVARIATE
procedure in SAS (SAS Institute, 2012). Then, the overall
relationship between oil concentration and oil yield with seed
yield, protein concentration and protein yield with seed yield, and
the relationship between oil and protein concentrations were all
studied using PROC REG procedure in SAS. Even though the
main objective was to obtain the combined overall relationship
among the response variables, analysis was also conducted by
study or group of studies (for locations with multiple studies).
Second, the database was classified into 103 Es based on
the site-year information. A 1-year field trial with different
treatments (planting date, tillage, or other) at a given location was
considered as an E. The first analysis was conducted to determine
the impact of the E on protein, oil, and seed yield. These three
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FIGURE 1 | Partial map of the United States (US) showing the locations for all field trials conducted and utilized to create the soybean seed yield and quality (protein
and oil) database. Geographical locations are presented as red circles.

For the fifth step, the effect of MG of varieties (G)
was studied by latitude groups. The minimum-, mean-, and
maximum-oil, protein, or seed yield by MG of each variety by
latitude was determined using the PROC MEAN procedure.
Regression analysis was conducted on mean and the coefficient
of determination (R2 ) is presented when the relationship was
statistically significant (P < 0.05). Interpretation of data was done
by studying the trends of the minimum, mean, or maximum
values of the variables as MG changes in each latitude group.
We recognize that this analysis does not account for genetic
differences within MG.

response variables were modeled separately against E as a fixed
variable in the PROC GLM procedure in SAS. The result of this
model fit, the R2 , was used to explain the proportion of variation
explained by or accounted for E for protein, oil, and seed yield, as
response variables.
In the third step, the impact of different M factors was
investigated by dividing the data into two groups: (i) planting
date or (ii) other M factors. The impact of planting date, as
continuous variable was studied by latitude groups. Planting
dates were grouped by weeks from the earliest to the latest
planting date for all the studies gathered in the database.
Then, the PROC MEAN procedure was used to determine
the minimum, mean, and maximum values of oil, protein, or
seed yield for each planting week. Interpretation of data was
done based on linear fitted trends to mean values of the seed
composition and seed yield over planting week by latitude group.
For M variables such as tillage, rotation, seed treatment that
have a categorical contrast of treatments (e.g., for tillage factor,
conventional versus no-till), a meta-type analysis was conducted.
The forest-plot of the mean differences was used to present
overall effects of each M factor and this analysis was conducted in
R using R package meta (Lewis and Clarke, 2001; R Development
Core Team, 2012). These forest plots present the difference
between the mean response of improved technology over the
traditional (control) and the standard error attached to the
mean difference.
The fourth step considered application of inputs such as N
fertilizer effects on oil, protein, and seed yield. The amount of
N fertilizer varied from study-to-study. Therefore, we grouped
the N rates into five categories (control, 0 kg ha−1 , 10–50 kg
ha−1 , 50–100 kg ha−1 , 100–150 kg ha−1 , and >150 kg ha−1 ) and
determined the exceedance probability of seed composition and
yield level at each N rate category using UNIVARIATE procedure
of SAS. Exceedance probability here is defined as the probability
of obtaining oil, protein, or yield exceeding the indicated amount
for each N rate category.

Frontiers in Plant Science | www.frontiersin.org

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Environment, Data Distribution, and
Relationships
Oil concentration in soybean ranged from 132 to 246 g kg−1
(Figure 2). The mean oil concentration was 195 g kg−1 , and
90% of the data were within a 30 g kg−1 range, i.e., from 180
to 210 g kg−1 . Protein concentration ranged from 273 to 454 g
kg−1 (Figure 2). The mean protein concentration was 357 g kg−1 ,
and 90% of the data were within a 60 g kg−1 range, i.e., from
330 to 390 g kg−1 (Figure 2). Seed yield ranged from minimum
of 0.1 to maximum of 7.8 Mg ha−1 . The mean seed yield was
3.8 Mg ha−1 , and 90% of the data ranged from 3 to 6 Mg
ha−1 . Across different seed yield values, there was a slight change
in both oil and protein concentration (Figure 3). Overall, oil
concentration increased slowly at rate of 1.2 g kg−1 per Mg seed
yield increase but protein concentration decreased at 1.3 g kg−1
per Mg seed yield increase. When relationships were investigated
by study (as presented on insets, Figure 3A), 66% of studies
resulted in a slight negative trend for protein concentration as
yield increased and the other 33% showed a slightly positive
relationship for protein concentration and yield. This differed
from the relationship between oil concentration and yield where
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FIGURE 2 | Frequency distribution for individual data points and an overall distribution for soybean oil concentration (A), protein concentration (B), seed yield (C),
and seed yield by latitude (D). Line data distributions were calculated by grouping values to the nearest whole number and adding the frequency of each of the
grouped values to arrive at the frequency for the group.

The different trends for protein-yield and oil-yield relative to
their mean concentrations in seed provide evidence for the
negative relationship between oil and protein concentration
by E. This positive relationship between protein- and oilyield with seed yield but a decline in protein concentration
by E reported in this study is in line with results presented
by Ray et al. (2006) and Rotundo and Westgate (2009).
From a genetic standpoint, Chung et al. (2003) reported a
negative correlation between protein concentration and yield,
suggesting that the energetic cost associated with increased
protein deposition is energetically costly than commonly
assumed. When the data is analyzed across Es (not within
an E), greater protein concentration was accompanied by also
high oil concentration; while in Es with low protein, oil also
presented low concentrations all relative to the high proteinoil Es. Therefore, protein-to-oil concentration relationships were
negative within an E but no relationship or positive relationship
tendencies across Es.
Environment alone explained significant variation in mean oil
(R2 = 0.80) and protein (R2 = 0.85) concentrations, and seed yield
(R2 = 0.74; Figure 4). The difference in concentration between
the lowest and highest ranked Es (Figures 4A–C) were about
50 g kg−1 for oil and 110 g kg−1 for protein. The range between
the lowest and highest average yielding E was about 4 Mg ha−1
for seed yield. However, yield and seed composition (protein
and oil) rankings were not significantly correlated; neither oil

63% of studies supported a positive relationship and the other
37% displayed a slightly negative relationship. However, oil and
protein concentration should not be confused with oil or protein
yield (production per unit area). Both oil and protein yields
increased in proportion to seed yield at rates of 198 and 350 kg
per Mg seed yield increase, respectively (Figure 3B), a similar
relation reported from a recently published different data set
(Assefa et al., 2018). From the above relationship we can calculate
that there was a 1.7 kg increase in protein yield for each kg oil
yield increase. Thus, the overall ratio for soybean of protein- to
oil-yield was 1.7. Often, a negative correlation between oil and
protein concentration was reported. When pooling data across
all our Es, there was no significant relationship between oil and
protein concentration (Figure 3C). However, a tendency for a
negative relationship between oil and protein concentration was
observed when plotting data separately for each of the studies
evaluated in the database (Figure 3C).
The reason why there was a positive seed-yield with proteinand oil- yield but a negative seed-yield to protein concentration
relationships by E is because concentration is a relative measure
and yield is an absolute measure. When seed-yield increase by
1 kg, protein-yield increased (350 g kg−1 ; Figure 3B) less than
the mean protein concentration (357 g kg−1 ; Figure 2). From the
oil perspective, for the same 1 kg seed yield increase, oil-yield
increased (198 g kg−1 ; Figure 3) slightly more proportionally
than the mean oil concentration (195 g kg−1 ; Figure 2).

Frontiers in Plant Science | www.frontiersin.org
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FIGURE 3 | Relationships between oil and protein concentration with seed yield (A), seed yield with oil and protein yield (B), and protein concentration and oil
concentrations (C). Study numbers are in the order presented in Table 1.

Management

nor protein concentrations were linearly related to the yield
ranking (Figure 4D).
Distribution of both oil and protein concentrations had
a relatively narrow variation, primarily explained by the E
(80–85%). Likewise, E accounted for a major proportion of
variation (74%) for soybean seed yield. Environmental variation
primarily encompasses differences in soil type and climate that
affect plant growth, development, and yield formation. These
results are generally in agreement with Mueller et al. (2012),
highlighting the impact of weather affecting yields. Specifically, to
soybean, Grieshop and Fahey (2001) reported that environmental
conditions have great impact on seed composition. A synthesis
analysis by Mourtzinis et al. (2018) also concluded that 68%
of the variability in soybean yield in the United States was
associated with variations in the E. Analysis of specific effects
of environmental factors such as temperature and rainfall on
seed composition and yield was not addressed in this study.
Other studies have reported relationship between temperature
or rainfall (water) with oil and protein content (Howell and
Cartter, 1958; Piper and Boote, 1999; Pipolo et al., 2004; Kumar
et al., 2006; Carrera et al., 2009; Ren et al., 2009; Rotundo and
Westgate, 2009; Mourtzinis et al., 2017a). Our result, in general,
suggest that Es with great seed yield have greater oil and protein
yields, however, within an E oil concentration increase with
yield while protein concentration decreases for possible reasons
suggested above.

Frontiers in Plant Science | www.frontiersin.org

Planting date is an important M factor affecting the overall length
of the growing season, the time and developmental stage the crop
is exposed to the E, and resource availability during the cropping
cycle. In a sense, the impact of planting date is connected to E and
resources (nutrients, solar radiation, and water) which are vital
to plant growth. Planting date did affect oil concentration and
seed yield across latitudes but larger impacts were documented
at northern latitudes, 40–45 N (Figure 5). In southern latitudes
(30–35 N), mean oil concentration significantly declined with
later planting dates at a rate of −0.007% (planting week)−1
(Figure 5A). In mid latitudes (35–40 N), mean oil concentration
also declined significantly as planting was delayed at a rate
of −0.011% (planting week)−1 (Figure 5B), representing a
36% larger reduction in mean oil concentration relative to the
southern latitudes (30–35 N). In northern latitudes (40–45 N),
a sharper, significant decline in mean oil concentration was
documented as planting date was delayed at an overall rate of
−0.058% (planting week) −1 (Figure 5C), an 88% larger impact
of planting date on oil for this latitude relative to the southern
latitudes (30–35 N).
Protein concentration was not significantly affected in most
of the latitude groups (Figures 5D,E), except for the northern
latitude range 40–45 N, presenting a significant decline for
overall mean protein concentration at a rate of −0.027% planting
week−1 (Figure 5F). For seed yield, mean yield was not affected
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FIGURE 4 | Variation in oil concentration (A), protein concentration (B), and seed yield (C) across environments each ranked with respective variables and oil and
protein concentration (D) across Es ranked with mean seed yield.

or negative linear response to day of planting depending on the
location and soybean maturity. Delaying planting date from midMay to early June decreased yields by 0.09 to 1.69% per day of
delay in planting date (approximately 0.003 to 0.414 Mg ha−1
week−1 ) (Salmeron et al., 2016). Here, we looked at the main
effect of planting date (not interaction with MG) and the lack of
response to planting date in the lower latitudes perhaps is result
of averaging effect over many MGs that responded differently at
different planting windows.
In summary, late planting date negatively impacted oil
concentration and seed yield. The impact of planting date
on oil or seed yield, was moderate at the southern latitude
(30–35 N) compared to the northern latitudes (40–45 N).
Protein concentration was only significantly affected by late
planting date for the northern-latitude range (40–45 N). In
southern latitudes, there is a wider “window” for planting due
to longer frost free time period and generally preferred growing
condition. Significant decline in oil concentration but not
protein concentration did not mean protein concentration is not

by planting date at the southern latitude range (30–35 N), but
a significant negative impact was observed for the mid-latitude
range (35–40 N) at a rate of −0.010 Mg ha−1 (planting week) −1
(Figure 5H) and for the northern latitudes (40–45 N) at a
rate of −0.041 Mg ha−1 (planting week) −1 . The latter latitude
range presented a larger significant impact on yield as planting
date was delayed (Figure 5I). Mean seed yield values tended
to decline with planting after 145 DOY in both mid- and
high-latitude ranges.
This lack of yield response to planting date in lower latitudes
is in contrast with the study by Egli and Cornelius (2009), that
found a rate of decline with delay in planting date of 0.7% in
the Midwest, and 1.1–1.2% in the Midsouth and Deep South.
Our result on lack of yield response in lower latitude also differs
from the conclusions from Salmeron et al. (2014) and Salmeron
et al. (2016), which are based on a large subset of data from
this paper but considered planting data effect by MG and found
significant yield reductions when planting date was delayed. In
the analysis by Salmeron et al. (2016), yield showed a quadratic
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FIGURE 5 | Minimum, mean, and maximum values of oil concentration (A–C), protein concentration (D–F), and seed yield (G–I) by latitude and at different planting
weeks. There was no enough planting data variation for latitude >45 N. Regression equations are given for significant relation (P < 0.05∗ or 0.001∗∗∗ ) between
mean response and planting week.

become early planting date in another year. The advantage of
this meta-analysis is the ability to detect the overall trend across
studies regardless of year-to-year variability. Our limitation is
in dissecting planting date effect by other interacting factors
such as varieties or maturity, which vary by studies included
in the analysis.
Crop management factors such as no-till, seed treatments,
foliar N, fungicide and insecticide applications, and rotation,
by improving crop growing conditions through conserving or
suppling water and nutrients or improving soil physicochemical
conditions and protecting the crop from disease, had an overall
positive effect on both oil and protein concentrations (Figure 6).
Some of these M factors (no-till, seed treatment, foliar N)
which showed a positive impact on seed composition did not
necessarily affect yields relative to their conventional production
techniques. Overall seed yield did not seem to benefit from most
of these improved crop M systems except for crop rotation and
foliar fungicide and insecticide applications. Similar conclusions
on a positive impact of rotation and no effect from seed
treatment were reported by Mourtzinis et al. (2017b). The
positive impact of diverse rotation for seed composition and

negatively affected. Since concentration is a relative measure, if oil
content increases faster than protein content when yield increase,
then when seed yield decreases due to delayed planting date,
oil content should be potentially decreasing faster than protein
content and therefore the decrease in oil is more significant
than protein concentration. Planting dates are important in
northern latitudes due to the shorter growing season, and a
similar conclusion has been documented for corn planting date
range across latitudes in the United States (Long et al., 2017).
The importance of planting date to soybean seed composition
and yield was reported (Jaureguy et al., 2013; Bellaloui et al.,
2015; Mourtzinis et al., 2017a) but with conflicting results. The
unique aspect of this study regarding planting date is that our
report covers trends with data from multiple sites across latitudes
and planting weeks within each latitude. In a structured planting
date studies, results are presented by E and relative to early and
late scheduled planting dates in each study. In most planting
date studies, what is early and late planting is subjective and
usually defined in relative to planting dates of the study each
year. Within a planting date study, what is early and what is late
differs by year to the extent that the late planting date 1 year may
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FIGURE 6 | A detailed forest plot for the effect of improved tillage, seed treatment, rhizobium inoculation, foliar N application, foliar fungicide and insecticide
application, corn-soybean, and spring wheat-soybean double crop rotation over conventional approaches on oil concentration, protein concentration, and seed
yield. Light symbols with square box in mean difference represent factors with greater weight and black dot with a standard error bar represent factors with less
weight. The weights of each factor and dotted line in mean difference were important points to discuss if an overall factor effect and comparison of factors was the
objective, however, the intention of the current analysis is only to present the individual management (M) factor effect.

yield is evident for soybean and other crops (Riedell et al.,
2009; Bellaloui et al., 2014). A divergence in soil microbial
population between mono-cropping and rotation was among the
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main mechanisms for rotation positively affecting crop growth,
yield, and seed composition in oil seed rape (Brassica napus;
Hilton et al., 2013). A mixed response to tillage treatments
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by year of experiment was reported by Singer et al. (2008).
Research on the effect of M factors such as tillage on seed
composition is limited. This analysis calls for the need of
investigations on the most relevant M factors and mechanisms
impacting seed composition to better understand the interaction
between G × E × M.

Nitrogen Input
Oil and protein concentrations responded differently to fertilizer
N input relative to seed yield (Figure 7). Exceedance probability
calculates the probability of obtaining oil, protein, or yield
exceeding a value for those parameters at each N rate category.
The exceedance probability for each level of oil concentration
increases when N inputs increased from 0 to 10–50 kg ha−1
but decreased as N fertilization increases greater than 50 kg
ha−1 (Figure 7A). Therefore, there was a higher probability of
obtaining greater oil concentration with N application ranging
from 10-to-50 kg N ha−1 than when N fertilization is above 50 kg
N ha−1 . For example, there was a 20% exceedance probability
of obtaining more than 200 mg kg−1 oil concentration with
the fertilizer N range 100–150 kg N ha−1 but a 70% chance of
getting similar oil values for the N fertilization range 10–50 kg
N ha−1 . Similar to oil concentration, the exceedance probability
for protein concentration widens when N application increased
from 0 to 10–50 kg N ha−1 and decreased substantially as
N application increased above 10–50 kg N ha−1 (Figure 7B).
It is worth highlighting that the exceedance probability when
zero-N was applied is somewhat similar at the 50% probability
level to the model when more than 150 kg N ha−1 is
applied to soybeans, obtained both a probability for mean
protein concentration slightly above of 36% (Figure 7B). The
exceedance probability for seed yield, on the other hand, did not
significantly change when N input increased from 0 to 100 kg
N ha−1 , but expanded when fertilizer N application increased
from the 0 to 100 kg N ha−1 to the 100–150 kg N ha−1
range (Figure 7C).
A recent synthesis analysis on the impact of the rate, timing,
and source of N fertilizer applied to soybean found that these
factors contributed to less than one percent of the variation
in seed yield (Mourtzinis et al., 2018). The yield benefits of
smaller amounts of fertilizer as a starter (Osborne and Riedell,
2006; Gai et al., 2017) or full-N late application at R3–R4 stage
(Ortez et al., 2018) were reported in the scientific literature.
A positive impact of application of fertilizer on yield and seed
composition, mainly in a high yielding E was reported by La
Menza et al. (2017). Ray et al. (2006) reported a positive impact of
application of higher rates of N on seed, protein, and oil yield but
a decrease in protein concentration and protein to oil ratio. In a
meta-analysis, Rotundo and Westgate (2009) reported a positive
effect of N additions on seed protein concentration and more
importantly on protein content (mg seed−1 ) for soybean. In a
recently published study, Ortez et al. (2018) indicated that for
soybean yield response to N fertilization is not strictly dependent
on the yield E, but other factors influencing soil N supply and N
fixation interaction. The above cited results have mixed message
regarding impact of N application to seed yield and quality
composition, demonstrating the complex influence of E (study)
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FIGURE 7 | Exceedance probabilities for oil concentration (A), protein
concentration (B), and seed yield (C) of soybean at different N rate.
Exceedance probability here is defined as the probability (indicated in the
y-axis) of obtaining oil, protein, or yield exceeding the indicated value (in the
x-axis) for each fertilizer N rate category.

on the effect of this factor on the response variables. Probability
of documenting yield gains with N fertilization will increase in
Es where both N fixation and soil N supply are not capable of
satisfying overall soybean plant N demand (e.g., Wilson et al.,
2014; La Menza et al., 2017; Ortez et al., 2018).
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FIGURE 8 | Minimum, mean, and maximum values of oil concentration (A–D), protein concentration (E–H), and seed yield (I–L) by latitude and different varieties
maturity groups (MG).

concluded that a main scientific research gaps is related to
studying the physiological mechanisms related to the variation
on seed composition and the G × E × M interaction.

Genetics (Maturity Group)
Based on their photoperiod (day length) requirement soybean
varieties are subdivided into different MGs. In southern latitudes
(30–40 N), oil concentration tended to slightly decline as
soybean MG increased, with protein portraying an opposite
trend, primarily in the 30–35 N latitude, even though both
were not statistically significant trends (Figure 8). There was
also no significant difference among MGs in seed yield across
all latitude groups. Evidence of genetic variability in soybean
seed composition and yield is plentiful (TeKrony et al., 1984;
Bajaj et al., 2008; Mourtzinis et al., 2017a,b). Our literature
review on the effect of MG on oil and protein concentration
found less published research, and few of the results presented
in the scientific literature suggest a minor impact of MG
on oil and protein relative to M such as planting date
(Mourtzinis et al., 2017a).
In summary, E (e.g., temperature, solar radiation,
precipitation) (Carrera et al., 2011; Rotundo et al., 2016)
produced a significant impact on soybean seed yield and quality.
M factors such as crop rotation and planting date had consistent
positive or negative relation, whereas N application and other M
factors have mixed effect one for seed composition and different
for seed yield (Rotundo and Westgate, 2009; Bellaloui et al., 2015;
Ortez et al., 2018). Other have reported the impact of G (e.g.,
variety, MG, plant traits) (Dardanelli et al., 2006; Bellaloui et al.,
2009), in interaction with the E but this study only focused on
main effects of E, M, and G. A detailed review chapter published
by Bellaloui et al. (2011) provided a synthesis on the effects of
G × E × M on soybean seed composition. The same authors
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CONCLUSION
This study provides a comprehensive analysis of G, M, and E
factors influencing soybean yield quantity and quality across the
United States Corn Belt. Because of the geographic coverage
and numerous data points, it can serve as a baseline upon
which future studies can design improved practices or measure
future improvements in yields and quality. Multiple factors affect
soybean seed composition and yield. E is a dominant factor
for the significant variability in seed composition and yield
(R2 > 70%). Among the impacts of crop M factors are: (i)
negative effect of late planting date on oil concentration and
yield in northern latitude (40–45 N); (ii) positive impact of
crop rotation for both seed composition and yield; and (iii)
mixed impacts of some M factors such as no-till, seed treatment,
foliar nutrient and fungicide applications on seed composition.
Application of N in smaller amount (less than 50 kg N ha−1 )
improved seed composition but seed yield was improved when
N applications were above 100 kg N ha−1 . MG differences in seed
composition were not significant, but declining trend in oil and
an increase in protein concentrations with increasing soybean
MG were observed in southern latitudes (30–35 N). Exploring the
G × E × M interaction is critical to better understand the current
research gap and to move forward our science on this topic.
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